
LGD in GlueX

2500-element
 stack

Indiana/IHEP group constructed a 3000-element lead 
glass detector for E852 at BNL and a 700-element 
LGD for Radphi at JLab

E852: 18 GeV/c π beam  GlueX:  9 GeV photon beam  Radphi:  5 GeV photon beam



Lead Glass Detector (LGD)
August 2, 2004

Purpose, Resolution Requirements, Description, Mass, Channel Count

The purpose of the LGD is to detect and measure the energy and position of photons from the decays of π0, η and
other mesons. LGD’s of similar construction were used in experiments at Brookhaven (E852 - using a pion beam)
and JLab (Radphi -using a photon beam). The energy resolution given by σ(E)/E = 0.04+0.05/

√
E and transverse

spatial resolution of 4 mm leads to a π0 mass resolution of 10 MeV/c2. The detector consists of 2500 lead glass
blocks of dimensions 4×4×45 cm3 arranged in a nearly circular stack. The Cerenkov light from each block is viewed
by a FEU-84-3 Russian phototube. The phototube bases are of a Cockcroft-Walton (CW) design. The phototubes
are resigtered with respect to the glass using a cellular wall that includes soft-iron and µ-metal shielding. Since the
LGD is the furthest downstream subsystem in the overall GlueX detector, the mass presented to particles is not an
issue. The channel count is 2500.

Raw Signals, Stages of Amplification, Final Readout

A 1 GeV photon produces about 800 photoelectrons corresponding to a phototube signal of about 0.5 V and a
rise-time of 10 ns. No further amplification is required. The signal will be digitized with an 8-bit 250 MHz FADC.

R&D Issues, Simulations, Monitoring and Other Considerations

The performance of the LGD has been described in two NIM publications for E852 experiment1 and a a submitted
NIM article for Radphi. An earlier version of the CW base is described in another NIM publication2. GlueX R&D has
concentrated on construction of 100 prototype improved CW bases, evaluation of lead glass and FE-84-3 phototubes
used in E852 and Radphi to determining suitability for use in GlueX and various curing techniques to repair radiation
damage of lead glass. Simulations of detector response is based on extensive experience with E852 and Radphi data
analysis. The monitoring system consists of a plastic scintillator sheet covering the up stream end of the glass stack
and illuminated by fibers connected to a pulsed laser.

Manpower, R&D and Production Schedules

The LGD is the responsibility of the groups from Indiana University and the Institute for High Energy Physics
(IHEP) in Protvino, Russia. This manpower is adequate to complete remaining R&D in six months and to complete
the detector construction (including CW bases) in two years from availability of funds.

1Nucl. Instr. & Meth. A332 419 (1993); Nucl. Instr. & Meth. A387 377 (1997)
2Nucl. Instr. & Meth. A414 466 (1998)
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LGD Summary - 1

GlueX groups built and operated a lead glass calorimeter
in spectrometers for meson spectroscopy.  Results presented
in PRL, PRD and NIM.   Issues of construction, magnetic 
shielding, digitization, monitoring, rates, triggering, photon 
reconstruction and final analysis have been dealt with in two 
experiments.
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LGD Summary - 2

R&D is addressing issues of PMT ageing, radiation damage, 
magnetic shielding and simulations to understand hermeticity
for the PWA.
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LGD Summary - 3

Technology meets the rate and resolution requirements and
capitalizes on the reconstruction and analysis experience from
E852 and Radphi.
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Two pr ot ot ype l ead gl ass cal or i met er s have been const r uct ed and t est ed at t he AGSat Br ookhaven Nat i onal Lab. The f i r st i s a

25- el ement pr ot ot ype ( Pl ) whi ch was t est ed i n t he A2 beaml i ne usi ng el ect r ons and pi ons r angi ng i n ener gy f r om0. 5 t o 5. 0 GeV.

Resul t s wer e obt ai ned on ener gy r esol ut i on, t he ef f ect on ener gy r esol ut i on of pr e- r adi at or s and non- normal i nci dence, and on
e/ -; r separ at i on . The second pr ot ot ype ( P2) has 319 el ement s and was t est ed i n t he A3 beaml i ne usi ng 3. 0 and 5. 0 GeVel ect r ons

and 15. 0 GeVnegat i ve pi ons. Resul t s wer e obt ai ned on posi t i on r esol ut i on and ef f ect i ve mass r esol ut i on . Dat a wer e col l ect ed

r equi r i ng mul t i - phot on si gnat ur es i n t he cal or i met er . The desi gn, const r uct i on, moni t or i ng, r eadout el ect r oni cs ( i ncl udi ng a

cust om- bui l t f ast - encodi ng ADCsyst em) and t est i ng of t he pr ot ot ypes ar e descr i bed. These cal or i met er s ar e pr ot ot ypes f or a

3053- el ement l ead gl ass cal or i met er bei ng bui l t f or Br ookhaven Exper i ment 852: a sear ch f or mesons wi t h unusual quant um

number s. Qual i t y cont r ol pr ocedur es ar e al so di scussed.

1. I nt r oduct i on

Lead gl ass cal or i met er s have been used f or many

year s, and cont i nue t o be used, i n hi gh ener gy physi cs

r esear ch i n bot h f i xed- t ar get and col l i di ng- beamexper -

i ment s. ABr ookhaven LabAGSexper i ment ( E852) [ 1]

i s cur r ent l y under const r uct i on t o sear ch f or mesons
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wi t h unusual quant umnumber s and wi l l concent r at e

on a st udy of meson st at es i n t he 1- 3 GeV/ c2 mass

r ange whi ch decay i nt o 0, 1 or 2 char ged par t i cl es pl us

phot ons, t hr ough i nt ermedi at e st at es such as - r r o - > 2y,

- - > 2y, and w- rr oy. The phot ons wi l l be det ect ed

and measur ed usi ng a 3053- el ement l ead gl ass

cal or i met er t o be i nst al l ed i n t he Mul t i par t i cl e Spec-
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Abstract 

A 3045 element lead glass calorimeter and an associated fast trigger processor have been constructed, tested and 

implemented in BNL experiment E852 in conjunction with the multi-particle spectrometer (MPS). Approximately, 10” 

all-neutral and neutral plus charged triggers were recorded with this apparatus during data runs in 1994 and 1995. This 

paper reports on the construction, testing and performance of this lead glass calorimeter and the associated trigger 

processor. 

&words: Calorimeter; Lead glass: Trigger processor 

1. Introduction 

Brookhaven AGS experiment E852, a search for me- 

sons with unusual quantum numbers, used the multi- 

particle spectrometer (MPS) [l] with several major addi- 

tions. Fig. 1 shows the experimental layout including 

these upgrades, In the target region the upgrades in- 

cluded a cesium iodide barrel [?I to provide a soft 

* Corresponding author. Tel.: + 1 812 855 3881; fax: + 1 81 

844 0440; e-mail: brabson@indiana.edu 

photon veto and a 4 layer cylindrical drift/proportional 

chamber for charged particle tracking and triggering [3]. 

In the downstream region behind the MPS magnet, 

a new 3.5m x 2.5m drift chamber and the 3045 element 

lead glass detector (LGD) were added. Between the target 

and the LGD we added a charged particle veto wall used 

in all-neutral triggers, and a picture frame lead-scinti- 

llator sandwich countersystem to veto photons outside of 

the region of the lead glass detector. 

The experiment was designed to run several triggers 

simultaneously, including all-neutral and all-charged 

triggers. as well as triggers with both charged and neutral 

016%9002/97/$17.00 Copyright ,(T: 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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Abstract

Phototubes associated with a Cherenkov counter, with a wall of scintillation counters for time-of-flight measurements
and with a wall of lead glass blocks of an electro-magnetic calorimeter will operate in the fringe field of a
superconducting solenoid in the GlueX experiment. The solenoid will be operated with a central magnetic field of
! 2:5T: The maximum fringe field in the vicinity of the phototubes will be approximately 150G: Various techniques for
magnetic shielding of phototubes were studied using a 1-m diameter Helmholtz coil arrangement operated with a
maximum central field of 200G: Results are presented.
r 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 41.20.Gz; 29.30.Aj

Keywords: Magnetic shielding; Phototubes; Helmholtz coils

1. Introduction

1.1. The GlueX experiment

The goal of the GlueX/Hall D [1] project at
Jefferson Lab (JLab) is to map the spectrum of
gluonic excitations starting with exotic hybrid

mesons—mesons with JPC quantum numbers that
are not possible for a simple q !q bound state.
Knowledge of the spectrum of gluonic excitations
is necessary for a quantitative understanding of
confinement in quantum chromodynamics.
Although some tantalizing hints of exotic mesons
exist, extensive searches with p and K have not
yielded solid evidence of exotic hybrids. Photons
are expected to be particularly effective at produ-
cing exotic mesons.
The GlueX detector, shown in Fig. 1, will use a

beam of 9GeV linearly polarized photons pro-
duced via coherent bremsstrahlung from 12GeV
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not corrected for the acceptance of the apparatus but the

PWA procedure does take into account the effects of experi-

mental acceptance.

The distribution in t!!→"! is shown in Fig. 2#b$. Figure 3
shows the four-photon effective mass distribution for events

with a diphoton mass combination consistent with a !0 and

the other di-photon mass either below or above the " mass

region for a portion of the total four-photon sample. The

resulting %%!0 spectra do not show the enhancements at the

a0(980) and a2(1320) observed in the "!0 spectrum.

A possible source of background in the "!0 in the

a0(980) mass region are events corresponding to production

of the final state "!0!0n and in particular that subset cor-

responding to f 1(1285)n where the f 1 decays to a0!
0. There

events can enter the sample under study if one of the !0’s

escapes detection. From a Monte Carlo study of this sample

&24' based on a measurement of f 1(1285) production in this
experiment &19' it is estimated that at most 10% of the events

in the a0(980) region are due to this background process.

The acceptance in "!0 effective mass and t!!→"! was

estimated by generating Monte Carlo events corresponding

to the reaction !!p→"!0n . The acceptance functions as a

function of "!0 effective mass are shown in Fig. 4. The

acceptance in t!!→"! increases for !t near zero. This

comes about because of the all-neutral requirement in the

trigger. The recoil neutron produced in the reaction can in-

teract and cause a signal in the CsI detector thereby vetoing

true !0!0n events but for small values of !t! the neutron
cannot escape the LH2 target and the event will not be ve-

toed.

IV. PARTIAL WAVE ANALYSIS

Partial wave analysis is used to extract production ampli-

tudes #partial waves$ from the observed decay angular distri-
butions of the "!0 system. A process such as !!p

→"!0n , dominated by t-channel meson exchange, is con-

veniently analyzed in the Gottfried-Jackson reference frame.

The Gottfried-Jackson frame is defined as a right-handed co-

ordinate system in the center of mass of the produced "!0

system with the z axis defined by the beam particle momen-

tum and the y axis perpendicular to the plane defined by the

beam and recoil neutron momenta. The decay angles (( ,))
are determined by the " four-momentum vector. At a fixed

beam momentum, an event is fully specified by

(m"! ,t ,( ,)). The acceptances of the E852 apparatus for the
Gottfried-Jackson angles were studied using Monte Carlo

simulations. Results for the "!0 effective mass region from

1.3 GeV/c2 to 1.4 GeV/c2 are shown in Fig. 5.

The production amplitudes and their relative phases are

extracted from the accumulated angular distributions, for

FIG. 2. Distribution in the #a$ "!0 effective mass, #b$ momentum-transfer-squared (!t!!→"!) from the incoming !! to the outgoing

"!0 system. These distributions are not corrected for losses due to acceptance.

FIG. 3. Distribution in the four photon effective mass for events

with a reconstructed !0 and the other %% effective mass combina-
tion falling below #solid$ and above #dashed$ the " mass region.

Neither distribution shows the structure observed for "!0 events.
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cal drift chamber were used in the trigger requirement

whereas in the 1995 run, only the outer layer was used. A

common off-line analysis criterion required no hits in the

cylindrical drift chamber. The final trigger requirement was a

minimum deposition of electromagnetic energy in the LGD

!22" corresponding to 12 GeV.
The LGD is central to this analysis. The LGD was ini-

tially calibrated by moving each module into a monoener-

getic electron beam. Further calibration was performed by

adjusting the calibration constant for each module until the

width of the #0 and $ peaks in the %% effective mass distri-
bution was minimized. The calibration constants were also

used for a trigger processor that did a digital calculation of

energy deposited in the LGD and the effective mass of pho-

tons striking the LGD !22". A laser-based monitoring system
allowed for tracking the gains of individual modules.

Studies were made of various algorithms for finding clus-

ters of energies deposited by photons, including issues of

photon-to-photon separation and position finding resolution.

These are also described in Ref. !22".

III. EVENT RECONSTRUCTION AND DATA SELECTION

Experiment E852 took data in 1994 and 1995 with an

approximate sevenfold increase in statistics collected in 1995

compared to 1994. The combined data sets taken in 1994 and

1995 contain approximately 70 million all-neutral triggered

events. Of these events, approximately 13 million were

found to have four photons in the LGD. Figure 1 shows a

scatterplot of one di-photon effective mass against the other

di-photon combination in the event. There are clear indica-

tions of the presence of #0#0 and $#0 events in the sample.

The single clustering at m%%!m%%!0.135 GeV/c2 is domi-
nated by #0#0 events and the two clusterings at m%%

!0.135 GeV/c2, m%%!0.540 GeV/c2 are dominated by

$#0 events.

Studies were carried out comparing the 1994 and 1995

data sets for both #0#0 and $#0 events. In each case distri-

butions in the decay angles of the #0#0 &or $#0) system

were studied in mass bins of 40 MeV/c2 and in four bins of

t, where t is the square of the momentum transferred from the

beam #" to the outgoing 4% system. A Kolmogorov test

measured the probability that the two distributions &1994 and
1995 data' in each case were consistent with having been
drawn from the same parent distribution. The conclusion of

this study is that the 1994 and 1995 data sets are statistically

indistinguishable.

Events consistent with the production of two #0’s domi-

nate the sample. The partial wave analysis of the #0#0

events is presented in an unpublished thesis of Gunter !23"
and in a previous paper !18". The identification of events
from the reaction #"p→$#0n is described in the unpub-

lished thesis of Lindenbusch !24".
The sample of 45 000 #"p→$#0n events was selected

from the 13 million four photon events by imposing various

analysis criteria. It was required that no charged particles

were registered in the MPS drift chambers or the cylindrical

drift chamber surrounding the liquid hydrogen target. This

cut was performed at the pre-reconstruction level and was

based on total hit multiplicity. Any event with a photon

within 8 cm of the center of the beam hole or the outer edge

of the LGD was removed.

Monte Carlo studies were carried out to determine the (2

criteria needed to select $#0 events and eliminate back-

grounds from other processes, especially from #0#0 events.

Events corresponding to #0#0, $#0, $$ , and $!#0 were

generated and passed through detector simulation, recon-

struction, kinematic fitting, and other event selection soft-

ware. The (2 returned from kinematic fitting to the #p
→$#0n reaction hypothesis was required to be less than 7.8

&95% C.L. for a three-constraint fit'. The two-constraint (2

for the #0#0 hypothesis &no requirement that the missing
mass be consistent with the neutron mass' was required to be
greater than 100. It was found that this latter cut eliminated

true #0#0 events that have a poor fit to the #p→#0#0n

hypothesis. A further demand was that none of the other final

state hypotheses considered ($$n , $!#0n) had a better (2

than that used to select the $#0n hypothesis.

The final criterion was that the CsI detector registered less

than 20 MeV, a cut which eliminated events with low-energy

#0’s. Background studies !24" estimated the non-$ back-

ground in the #p→$#0n . The signal-to-noise ratio varies

from about 5.1:1 in the $#0 mass region 1.2 to 1.5 GeV/c2

to 2.5:1 in the $#0 mass regions below this range and above

this range up to 1.8 GeV/c2.

The $#0 effective mass distribution is shown in Fig. 2&a'.
The a0(980) and a2(1320) states, one a scalar and the other

a tensor, are clearly observed. The presence of both states is

important for this analysis since it provides a basis, as will be

discussed below, for selecting the physical solutions from

among mathematically ambiguous solutions in doing the par-

tial wave analysis. This distribution in $#0 effective mass is

FIG. 1. The plot of pairs of di-photon effective masses (mij vs

mkl) for all pairs of photons (i , j ,k ,l) is dominated by the #0#0

signal. Clear evidence is also seen for the production of $#0.
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A partial wave analysis !PWA" of the #$0 system !where #→%%) produced in the charge exchange reaction
$!p→#$0n at an incident momentum of 18 GeV/c is presented as a function of the #$0 invariant mass

m#$0 and momentum transfer squared t$!→#$ , from the incident $! to the outgoing #$0 system. S, P, and

D waves were included in the PWA. The a0(980) and a2(1320) states are clearly observed in the overall #$0

effective mass distribution as well as in the amplitudes associated with S wave and D waves, respectively, after

partial wave decomposition. The observed distributions in moments !averages of spherical harmonics" were
compared to the results from the PWA and the two are consistent. The distribution in t$!→#$ for individual D

waves associated with natural and unnatural parity exchange in the t channel are consistent with Regge

phenomenology. Of particular interest in this study is the P wave since this leads to an exotic JPC"1!# for the

#$ system. A P wave is present in the data; however, attempts to describe the mass dependence of the

amplitude and phase motion with respect to the D wave as a Breit-Wigner resonance are problematic. This has

implications regarding the existence of a reported exotic JPC"1!# meson decaying into #$0 with a mass near

1.4 GeV/c2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The observation nearly four decades ago that mesons are

grouped in nonets, each characterized by unique values of

JPC—spin (J), parity (P), and charge conjugation !C" quan-
tum numbers—led to the development of the quark model.

Within this picture, mesons are bound states of a quark !q"

and antiquark ( q̄). The three light-quark flavors !up, down,
and strange" suffice to explain the spectroscopy of most—but
not all—of the lighter-mass mesons !i.e., below 3 GeV/c2)

that do not explicitly carry heavy flavors !charm or flavored

quarks". Early observations yielded only those JPC quantum
numbers consistent with a fermion-antifermion bound state.

The JPC quantum numbers of a qq̄ system with a total quark

spin S! and relative angular momentum L! are determined as
follows: J!"L! #S! , P"(!1)L#1 and C"(!1)L#S. Thus
JPC quantum numbers such as 0!!, 0#!, 1!# and 2#! are
not allowed and are called exotic in this context.
Our understanding of how quarks form mesons has

evolved within quantum chromodynamics !QCD" and we
now expect a richer spectrum of mesons that takes into ac-
count not only the quark degrees of freedom but also the
gluonic degrees of freedom. Gluonic mesons with no quarks
!glueballs" are expected. These are bound states of gluons

and since the quantum numbers of low-lying glueballs are

not necessarily exotic, they should manifest themselves as

extraneous states that cannot be accommodated within q̄q

nonets. Indeed there is evidence for a glueball state &1' based
on overpopulation of the scalar nonet but identification is

complicated since the observed states can be a mixture of a

glueball and q̄q . Excitations of the gluonic field binding the
quarks can also give rise to so-called hybrid mesons that can
be viewed as bound states of a quark, antiquark and valence

gluon (qq̄g). An alternative picture of hybrid mesons, one
supported by lattice QCD, is one in which a gluonic flux tube
forms between the quark and antiquark and the excitations of
this flux tube lead to so-called hybrid mesons &2'. Conven-
tional q̄q mesons arise when the flux tube is in its ground
state. Some hybrid mesons can have a unique signature, ex-
otic JPC, and therefore the spectroscopy of exotic hybrid
mesons is not complicated by possible mixing with conven-

tional q̄q states. According to the flux-tube model &2' and
lattice gauge calculations &3', one expects the lightest JPC

"1!# exotic hybrid to have a mass of about 1.9 GeV/c2. In
contrast, calculations based on the MIT bag model &4–6'
place the mass of the lightest JPC"1!# hybrid meson at
about 1.4 GeV/c2.
The spectroscopy of exotic mesons provides an attractive
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π
−

p → 4γn

mγγ

mγγ

with associated recoil strangeness, i.e., !→"0n #recoil !
→"!p are eliminated in the trigger$. By correlating the ob-
served yields of KS

0 and f 2(1270) mesons, for samples with

and without the CsI detector energy cuts, with cross sections

for f 2(1270) production and associated KS
0 production

%"!p→KS
0!(&0)' measured in other experiments, we esti-

mate an overall CsI detector inefficiency of 5%. These stud-

ies also indicate that the background level of non-neutron

events under the f 2(1270) is approximately 1%. Another fea-

ture of the spectrum is the dip at 1.0 GeV/c2, which will be

seen to be due to the interference of a narrow resonance, the

f 0(980), with a broad "0"0 enhancement.

The distribution in !t!, shown in Fig. 3, is not character-
ized by a single exponential, suggesting more than one pro-

duction mechanism. The curve is a fit of this distribution to a

sum of two exponentials: dN/dt"ae!b•!t!#ce!d•!t! where

b"15.5 (GeV/c)!2 and d"3.7 (GeV/c)!2. Based on this

structure, we initially examine the "0"0 effective mass spec-

tra in four bins in !t! as shown in Fig. 4. The t dependence of
the S, D0, and D# partial waves is later investigated in a set

of partial wave fits more finely binned in !t!.
An inspection of Fig. 4 reveals striking differences in the

"0"0 mass spectra associated with the four bins in !t!. For
example, the low-mass structure that dominates in Fig. 4#a$
is much less prominent in Fig. 4#d$. The dip associated with
the f 0(980) resonance in Fig. 4#a$ becomes a bump in Fig.
4#d$. These and other features are explored in more detail
below in the discussion of the PWA results.

IV. PARTIAL WAVE ANALYSIS

Partial wave analysis is used to extract production ampli-

tudes #partial waves$ from the observed decay angular distri-
butions of the di-pion system. A process such as "!p

→"0"0n , dominated by a t-channel meson exchange, is

simplest to analyze in the Gottfried-Jackson reference frame.

The Gottfried-Jackson frame is defined as a right-handed co-

ordinate system in the center-of-mass of the produced di-

pion system with the z axis defined by the beam particle

momentum and the y axis perpendicular to the plane defined

by the beam and recoil neutron momenta. The decay angles

(( ,)) are determined for one of the produced "0 momenta.

At fixed beam momentum, an event is fully specified by

(m"" ,t ,( ,)). The data are binned in m"" , and t and the

production amplitudes, and their relative phases, are ex-

tracted from the accumulated angular distributions using an

extended maximum likelihood fit to the distributions in

(( ,)) %26'. The naming convention for the partial waves is
summarized in Table I.

The explicit form of the angular distribution I(( ,)) fitted
to the data in a given mass and momentum transfer range in

this analysis, is given by

I#( ,)$"!S#!5D0P2
0#cos ($!! 5

3 D!P2
1#cos ($cos)

#!9G0P4
0#cos ($!2#!! 5

3D#P2
1#cos ($sin)!2,

#1$

where Pl
m(() are the associated Legendre polynomials %26'.

As summarized in Table I, the D# wave is produced by

the exchange of a particle with natural parity %P"(!1)J' .
For production of a "" system, the dominant natural parity

exchange particle is the a2 %27'. The S, D0 , D! , and G0

waves are produced by the exchange of a particle with un-

natural parity %P"(!1)J#1' . Again, for "" production, the

dominant unnatural parity exchange particles are the " and

the a1 %27'.

FIG. 3. #a$ The "0"0 effective mass distribution. This spectrum is dominated by the presence of the f 2(1270) resonance. Additionally,

there is a broad enhancement peaking near 0.8 GeV/c2 and dips in the spectrum at 1.0 and 1.5 GeV/c2. #b$ The momentum-transfer-squared
distribution with a fit to the sum of two exponential functions. The structure of this distribution is suggestive of changing production

mechanisms.
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E852 PDG
Decay Mass (MeV) Width (MeV) Mass (MeV) Width(MeV)

π0 → γγ 133.6 ± 0.1 10.6 ± 0.1 134.9 0
η → γγ 550.8 ± 0.5 25.0 ± 0.6 547.5 0

f2(1270) → π0π0 1278.7 ± 1.8 178.8 ± 4.5 1275 ± 5 185 ± 20
a2(1320) → ηπ0 1314 ± 2 129 ± 6 1318.5 ± 1.6 103.4 ± 2.1
a0(980) → ηπ0 989.6 ± 2.6 75.7 ± 10.7 982.4 ± 1.4 57 ± 11

Table 1: Masses and widths of well known resonances observed by E852 compared to the values
provided by the Particle Data Group.

1

10 MeV Bins

2 photon mass   [GeV]

η → γγπ
0
→ γγ

π
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q’ decaying to all neutrals through two photons or 

through q7-r’~’ because the charged tracks in the decay 

localize the decay vertex. 

8. Summary 

We have described the design, construction, and test- 

ing and of a 3045element lead glass detector used in the 

Brookhaven AGS experiment E852. Our analysis in- 

cludes both all-neutral events and events with charged 

tracks. In both cases the lead glass detector provided 

precision data on photons from a wide variety of hadron 

decays. Key to the success of the detector was its ability to 

Fig. 19. The qn+~[- effective mass region near the tf (in 

GeVic’). 

provide triggers based on the characteristics of the 

photon distributions in the lead glass. 
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The parameters shown are the height (P1), mean (P2) and sigma (P3) of the Gaussian peak fitted to the 
data over a polynomial background described by parameters P4-P6.
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Characteristics of unbiased flux observed in individual
blocks in the LGD as a function of distance from the beam.  The points
are derived from data and the histograms from a Monte Carlo simulation
of the electromagnetic background coming from the beam and target.
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The effect of radiation damage on the central part of the detector. The
last point shows the gain after an adjustment of the phototube high voltage.
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Fi g. 6. The di st r i but i on i n absol ut e quant um ef f i ci ency, at
1900 V, f or a sampl e of 1000 phot ot ubes . Af i t t o a Gaussi an

di st r i but i on yi el ds a mean of 21%and a v of 3%.

For measur i ng t he r el at i ve quant umef f i ci enci es of
t he f i nal sampl e of phot ot ubes, a f our - st age t est st at i on

was const r uct ed, based on t he desi gn of t he i ni t i al t est

st at i on. The phot ot ube under t est i s l abel ed wi t h a bar

code, r ead by t he comput er and pl aced i n one of t he

f our st at i ons each of whi ch i s al so i dent i f i ed wi t h a bar

code and r ead out . When al l f our t est phot ot ubes ar e
i n pl ace, t he l i ght - t i ght box i s cl osed and t he quant um
ef f i ci ency and noi se r at es measur ed. The noi se r at e

measur ement s ar e descr i bed bel ow. The di st r i but i on i n

absol ut e quant umef f i ci ency, obt ai ned f r om t hese r e-

sul t s and normal i zi ng usi ng t he r ef er ence phot ot ubes
di scussed above, at an oper at i ng hi gh vol t age of 1900

V, i s shown i n f i g. 6. The di st r i but i on i s Gaussi an wi t h

a mean of 21%and a o, equal t o 3%.

2. 2. 3. Noi se r at es

Two noi se r at es wer e measur ed, t he r andomnoi se

r at e and t he noi se associ at ed wi t h a r eal si gnal pul se

( af t er pul si ng or cor r el at ed noi se) . The r andom noi se
r at e was def i ned t o be t he r at e of pul ses over 0. 7 mV
i n t he phot ot ube under t est not i n coi nci dence wi t h a
pul se over 100mVi n t he t r i gger phot ot ube. Cor r el at ed
noi se was def i ned as t he pr obabi l i t y of a pul se over 0. 7
mV i n t he t est phot ot ube occur r i ng wi t hi n some var i -
abl e t i me af t er a t r i gger pul se i n t he t r i gger phot ot ube.
The same appar at us was used f or t hese measur ement s

as f or t he measur ement s of t he quant umef f i ci ency .

The cor r el at ed noi se was measur ed f or t he ent i r e

sampl e at a t i me 600 ns af t er a t r i gger pul se . Fi g. 7
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V, i s shown i n f i g. 6. The di st r i but i on i s Gaussi an wi t h

a mean of 21%and a o, equal t o 3%.

2. 2. 3. Noi se r at es

Two noi se r at es wer e measur ed, t he r andomnoi se

r at e and t he noi se associ at ed wi t h a r eal si gnal pul se

( af t er pul si ng or cor r el at ed noi se) . The r andom noi se
r at e was def i ned t o be t he r at e of pul ses over 0. 7 mV
i n t he phot ot ube under t est not i n coi nci dence wi t h a
pul se over 100mVi n t he t r i gger phot ot ube. Cor r el at ed
noi se was def i ned as t he pr obabi l i t y of a pul se over 0. 7
mV i n t he t est phot ot ube occur r i ng wi t hi n some var i -
abl e t i me af t er a t r i gger pul se i n t he t r i gger phot ot ube.
The same appar at us was used f or t hese measur ement s

as f or t he measur ement s of t he quant umef f i ci ency .

The cor r el at ed noi se was measur ed f or t he ent i r e

sampl e at a t i me 600 ns af t er a t r i gger pul se . Fi g. 7
shows t he di st r i but i on of cor r el at ed noi se r at e . The
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af t er t he t r i gger pul se, at 1900 V, f or 1000 phot ot ubes.

cor r el at ed noi se was al so measur ed as a f unct i on of t he

del ay t i me f or a t ypi cal phot ot ube . The resul t of t hi s
measur ement ( see f i g. 8) shows t hat t her e i s an expo-
nent i al decay of t hi s noi se r at e i n t i me wi t h a decay
const ant of =500 ns. Fi g. 9 shows t he di st r i but i on of
t he r andomnoi se r at e measur ement s f or t hi s sampl e of
phot ot ubes . The noi se r at es wer e measur ed at an oper -
at i ng hi gh vol t age of 1900 V.
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cor r el at ed noi se r at e, measur ed ma 600 ns
a f unct i on of gat e del ay, f or a r epr esent at i ve

phot ot ube.
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2. 2. Phot ot ubes

The phot ot ubes used i n t he pr ot ot ype det ect or s and
t he LGDare FEU- 84- 3, manuf act ur ed i n Russi a. They
ar e 12 st age phot ot ubes wi t h a 3. 0 cmdi amet er SbNa-
KCs ( ant i mony- sodi um- pot assi um- cesi um) phot o-
cat hode.

2. 2. 1 . Mechani cal t est s
The out si de phot ot ube di amet er i s speci f i ed by t he

manuf act ur er as no mor e t han 3 . 4 cmand t he l engt h
( not i ncl udi ng pi ns) i s t ypi cal l y 10. 0 cm. A si mpl e
yes/ no t est checked f or phot ot ubes whi ch had t he
i ncor r ect l engt h or non- cent er ed pi ns . An al umi num
t ube was machi ned wi t h an i nner di amet er of 3. 49 cm.
The phot ot ube was i nser t ed i nt o a socket and t he
socket and phot ot ube i nser t ed i n t he al umi numt ube.
I nser t i on i s not possi bl e i f t he pi ns wer e of f - cent er .
The t op of t he phot ot ube was r equi r ed t o be at l east
f l ush wi t h, or up t o 0. 4 cm over , t he t op of t he
al umi num t ube. Of t he phot ot ubes t est ed, 83. 6%
passed, 14. 2%wer e t oo shor t , 0. 4%wer e t oo l ong and
1 . 8%had of f - cent er pi ns .

2. 2 . 2 . Quant umef f i ci ency
The measur ement of t he absol ut e quant um ef f i -

ci ency of an i ni t i al sampl e of 30 phot ot ubes suppl i ed by
t he manuf act ur er pr oceeded i n t wo st eps. Fi r st , t he
number of phot oel ect r ons emi t t edby aphot ot ube when
i l l umi nat ed by a st abl e ( but uncal i br at ed) l i ght sour ce
was det ermi ned . Thi s pr oduced a r anki ng or r el at i ve
measur ement of quant umef f i ci enci es of t he phot o-
t ubes i n t he sampl e. Second, t he normal i zat i on of
t hese r el at i ve ef f i ci enci es was det ermi ned by obt ai ni ng
an absol ut e measur ement of t he quant umef f i ci ency of
t hr ee phot ot ubes by Hamamat su I nc. usi ng a cal i br at ed
sour ce . The r esul t i ng quant umef f i ci ency, as a f unct i on
of wavel engt h, f or t he t hr ee phot ot ubes i s shown i n
f i g. 4.
To det ermi ne t he r el at i ve quant umef f i ci ency of t he

t ubes i n t he sampl e, t he r el at i ve number of phot oel ec-
t r ons emi t t ed when t he t ube was exposed t o a st abl e
l i ght sour ce was measur ed . The l i ght sour ce was a
pi ece of t ype NE110 sci nt i l l at or , 0. 5 i n . x 0. 5 i n . and 3. 0
i n . t hi ck, at t ached t o a 1 . 5 wCi 24' Ám sour ce . The
phot ot ube under t est was pl aced 2 i n . f r omt he sci nt i l -
l at or . The ef f i ci ency was det ermi ned by measur i ng t he
r at e of pul ses over a 0. 7 mV t hr eshol d normal i zed t o
t he r at e of pul ses over a 100 mV t hr eshol d i n a t r i gger
phot ot ube . The t r i gger phot ot ube was an RCA 8575
at t ached di r ect l y t o t he sci nt i l l at or . The t est set up used
i ni t i al l y i n t hese qual i t y cont r ol measur ement s i s shown
schemat i cal l y i n f i g. 5.
Wi t h a phot ocat hode t o sci nt i l l at or di st ance of 2 i n . ,

t he geomet r i c accept ance f or phot ons i s l owenough so
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Fi g. 4. The absol ut e quant umef f i ci ency of t hr ee FEU- 84- 3
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br at ed sour ce. Thr ee t ubes wer e sel ect ed, usi ng t he met hod
descr i bed i n t he t ext , as havi ng r el at i vel y hi gh, medi umand

l owr el at i ve quant umef f i ci enci es .

t hat t he mean number of phot oel ect r ons, ( n) i s r e-
l at ed t o t he ef f i ci ency, s, by Poi sson st at i st i cs :

The mean number of phot oel ect r ons used her e i s
act ual l y t he r el at i ve number of phot oel ect r ons whi ch
depends on t he quant umef f i ci ency of t he phot ot ube,
t he i nt ensi t y of t he l i ght sour ce and geomet r i c f act or s
af f ect i ng t he l i ght col l ect i on ef f i ci ency . Si nce 241Ámi s
an a emi t t er and t he a' s st op i n t he sci nt i l l at or , t he
l i ght sour ce can be expect ed t o be ext r emel y st abl e
f r ompul se t o pul se. The geomet r i c f act or s wer e hel d
const ant f r om phot ot ube t o phot ot ube by f i xi ng bot h
t he phot ocat hode t o sci nt i l l at or di st ance and t he or i en-
t at i on of t he phot ocat hode. Thus ( n) i s pr opor t i onal
t o t he quant umef f i ci ency .

Fi g. 5. The phot ot ube qual i t y cont r ol measur i ng devi ce used
i n i ni t i al measur ement s . Thi s was l at er r epl aced by a devi ce
whi ch coul d make qual i t y cont r ol measur ement s on f our pho-

t ot ubes si mul t aneousl y .

PMT Evaluation for E852

Carried out for 
3500 FEU-84-3
in 1993
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Fig. 5. A block diagram of the trigger processor 

added to a stack by the multiply and accumulate (MAC) 

circuits. 

After read-out is complete, the sums in the MAC 

stacks are used as addresses in another stage of EP- 

ROMs. These EPROMs return functions of the values of 

the sums from the MACs. For example, the value of P,” is 

computed from the value of P,. These function values, in 

turn. serve as addresses for subsequent EPROMs until 

the effective mass squared is evaluated. A calculation 

similar to this one can evaluate the momentum transfer 

to the photon system. 

For diagnostic purposes the data from an event remain 

in the trigger processor and can be read out through 

FASTBUS. There is also a self-test mode which assumes 

the readout controllers have been loaded with test data 

and had their cable pointers zeroed. This test mode does 

not read the ADC data. Another possible test mode is to 

generate test data in the ADC’s, read them with the 

readout controllers, and then to start the trigger proces- 

sor self-test. 

32.3. Trigger processor perjbrmance 

A measure of the effectiveness of the trigger processor 

is its effect on the two photon mass spectrum. Figs. 6 and 

7 show the effective mass of two photon events with and 

without a trigger processor requirement. Fig. 6 shows the 

decays rr” + i’;’ and q + ^r’)’ in the ratio of z 20: 1. Fig. 7 

shows the observed two-photon effective mass distribu- 

tion when the trigger processor was configured to select 

events with a photon system with an effective mass 

greater than the mass of the rr’. 

To enhance the speed of the trigger processor, only the 

upper 8 bits of the I?-bit ADCs were used as input to fast 
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Fig. 6. The two photon effective mass distribution (in GeVic’) 

without a trigger processor requirement. 

g-bit multiply/accumulate chips. Additional speed was 

achieved by presenting to the trigger processor only 

ADC channels above a selectable threshold. As described 

above, the custom-built ADCs have two discriminators 

on each channel. One was set to a low threshold to select 

channels that were read by the data acquisition system. 

The second higher threshold selected channels presented 

to the trigger processor. The effective mass resolution of 

the trigger processor is approximately 5%. This resolu- 

tion allowed us to set the trigger processor threshold just 

above the rc” mass peak, and far enough below the 

ye mass, to avoid an q trigger bias. 
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Fig. 7. The two photon effective mass (in GeV/c’) with the 

trigger processor configured to select events with an effective 

mass greater than the mass of the no. 

Since the algorithms discussed do not explicitly find 

clusters, the photon multiplicity cannot be evaluated 

exactly. However, a strong correlation exists between 

photon multiplicity and number of glass blocks over 

some threshold. In addition, if there are few clusters then, 

on average, each cluster has higher energy and therefore 

greater puise height in fewer blocks. The trigger proces- 

sor provides the maximum deposited energy in the LGD, 

and therefore additional information about the number 

of clusters. 

In summary, the read-out controllers (ROCs) and trig- 

ger processor together deliver estimates of the total en- 

ergy and the effective mass of photons hitting the LGD. 

They also give the number of modules above some en- 

ergy and the maximum deposited energy. During experi- 

ment E852 the total energy trigger was used in conjunc- 

tion with the all-neutral ewnt trigger to select events with 

a majority of the beam energy in the lead glass detector. 

Charged ecerlts with a single z” were discriminated 

against by requiring a minimum effective mass in the 

LGD. 

4. LCD tests 

4.1. Magnetic shielding tests 

Careful consideration was given to the fact that the 

LGD would be operating in the fringe field of the MPS 

magnet. Without the LGD and its magnetic shielding, 

the fringe field of the MPS was measured to be between 

35 and 100G at the LGD location. To shield magneti- 

cally the photomultipliers, the transporter was construc- 

ted of steel, the front of the glass stack was covered with 

Table 3 

The fringe field measurements at LGD photomultiplier posi- 

tions 

Position of measurement Main field (T) Fringe field (G) 

LGD 4 extreme corners 

LGD center 

Inside p-metal shield 

1.0 3.1 - 4.8 

0.0 0.7 - 1.5 

1.0 3.6 - 6.1 

0.0 0.7 - I.5 

1.0 0.7 

0.0 0.1 

a OSin steel plate [14], and the photomultipliers and 

bases were held by the soft iron tubes of the cellular wall. 

Also, the photomultipliers were wrapped in 300 pm thick 

p-metal shields. 

Based on the relatively low field measurements (see 

Table 3, above) at the shielded positions of our PMTs, 

we chose to run without recessing the tubes in their soft 

iron and p-metal shields. This greatly simplified the PMT 

mechanical mounting scheme. The results of tests of an 

optical coupling scheme with a thick cylindrical light 

guide are discussed in Ref. [4]. The decision to run 

without recessed photomultipliers lead to the considera- 

tion of the possible use of optical grease between PMTs 

and glass to reduce light loss at the boundary. Tests with 

and without optical grease are described in Section 4.4, 

below. 

During the 1993 engineering run the 3045 element lead 

glass wall was installed along with the 0.5in steel front 

plate and the darkroom. A prototype 81 element cellular 

wall with soft iron tubes and p-metal was in place. Hall 

probe magnetic field measurements were made inside the 

darkroom at various positions around the glass stack 

and the prototype cellular wall. Table 3 summarizes the 

largest field components measured at different positions 

with the MPS magnet energized at full field (0.1 T) and 

with field off. These measurements indicate first that the 

transporter shielding was effective, and second that the 

field at the approximate position of the photocathodes of 

the LGD array was still not negligible (0.7G). This fact 

influenced our calibration and monitoring strategies dis- 

cussed in Section 5. 

The ultimate decision to run without recessed tubes 

and with no optical grease was based on the no mass 

resolution measured in the LGD. Tests carried out with 

and without field as well as tests with and without optical 

grease are discussed in Section 4.4. 

4.2. Energy calibration with electrons 

A 5 GeV negative beam was transported to the LGD. 

Existing beam line threshold Cherenkov counters tagged 

electrons in the beam and the LGD transporter system 

Trigger 
Processor

in E852 did an online calculation of 
effective mass of photons in the LGD

and was used in the trigger
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